I. The Benefit Of Anion

Anion in air is like vitamin in food, greatly benefits people's health and everyday routine, therefore, it is also being referred to as vitamin in air, which can facilitate body growth and disease prevention, the benefits are different to different organs:

- To respiratory system: improves lung function. 30 minutes after anion intake, the lung is able to inhale 20% more oxygen and exhale 14.5% more carbon dioxide.
- To cardiovascular system: significantly reduces blood pressure, improves cardiac muscle function and nutrition, facilitates the dilation of capillary vessel and the rise of skin temperature.
- To nerve system: energizes whole body, improves sleep quality, eases pain and tension.
- To metabolism: activates different enzymes in body, reduces blood sugar level, cholesterol, increases blood calcium, urine amount, increases the amount of nitrogen and creatinine in urine, accelerates bone growth, prevents scurvy, rachitis, vitamin insufficiency.
- To blood: increases the number of white and red blood cell, hemoglobin, reticulocyte, blood platelet, globin, heightens PH reading, shortens blood forming time.
- To immune system: improves reflex system and endothelial system, enhances body's anti-disease ability.

The Enhance Version Anion Sanitary Napkin Chip of Winalite International

Green Anion Chip with “AniO- 2n” wording
Green Anion Chip with blue wave

Features:

1. More Anions
2. Higher antibacterial
3. Bio-magnetism chip
4. Anti-counterfeiting

The Research & Development team lead by Professor Li Jian -an in Winalite International, after repeatedly research and testing, finally succeeded in developing the anion sanitary napkin with better dissemination of negative ions, higher anti-bacterial, healthier and also play a key role in anti-counterfeiting effectiveness in September, 2009.

The new anion-chip is proved to launch anions and far infra-red function by detection, hastens human microcirculation, inhibits reproduction of anaerobic bacteria, while hastens women`s partial micro-circulation, raise the growth of bio-enzyme, regulate the acidic secretions in vaginal and improve women`s self-protection ability.

The strontium ferrite is also added in the anion chip, which is bio-magnetic protects by China
Patent, can activate the human bio-current, to prevent the various diseases. In addition, the strontium added in the chip fiber helps prevent skin diseases and vaginal itching. The enhance version of bio-magnetic sanitary napkins, not only improve the healthcare function, but also strengthen the anti-counterfeiting effectiveness. The bio-security magnetic that tailor-made by Winalite International is all added in each piece of sanitary napkins, more reliable and more comfortable.

II. Awards And Certificates Achieved

- High Quality and Trusted Brand appointed by Consumer Rights Protection Center.
- China Quality Guarantee Center standard appointed in 2006.
- China Highly Protected Brand appointed by China Quality Brand Management and Appraisal Center.
- High-Tech Product appointed by World Institute of Chinese Medicine.
- China Top Ten Favored Brand appointed by Committee of The Strategic Promotion For World Brand-2006 Global Excellent Brands Appraisal Committee.
- The only official product of the Sixth Asian Winter Games Wireless value added activity.

III. Advantages

- Comfort Level
  Compare to traditional chemical fiber surface or rough cotton surface, "love moon" sanitary napkin’s surface is made from cotton that are softer, thinner and more comfortable.

- Air Permeability
  The base of "love moon" anion sanitary napkin is permeable to air but not to water, the hygienic level is greatly enhanced as a result, compare to the traditional air and water impermeable plastic base, "love moon" leaves no room for bacteria multiplication and gynecological diseases.

- Water Absorbing Ability
  The surface of "love moon" anion sanitary napkin can absorb twice as much as the amount of fluid traditional sanitary napkin can. Sufficient crystal-like particles could hold the penetrated water in, instead of let them side leak or back flow.

- Health Protection
  "Love moon" anion sanitary napkin has an anion piece inside the cotton setting, which emits high density of anion when used. During the process of anion neutralization, the released oxygen could suppress the major source that causes gynecological diseases. The generation of anaerobe decreases the odds of gynecological diseases and the whole process is chemical free. An average female’s vaginal PH reading is 4.0 to 5.5. Vaginalitis test card enables user's self detection. User's vaginal discharge would be measured by the card and the color of the card indicates user's vaginal state. By comparing the color to a given instruction, user could know whether she has vaginalitis and how serious. The whole process is within 5 minutes. Vaginalitis card is attached to the main set. It is a constant detector of the health state to women's private sector which facilitates the diseases prevention, discovery and early treatment.

www.myspace.com/winalite55

for more info.